
Find out what you can do to 
protect yourself and your family with

Eneoji BioCerastone

EMR Protector

The DANGER of

RADIATION 
MOBILE PHONE

is REAL.

Eliminates
Mobile Phone 
Radiation Over 

90%

Mobile phones ‘harm blood cells’
Mobile phone radiation may damage cells by 
increasing the forces they exert on each other, 
scientists have said.

Mobile phones ‘alter human DNA’
Radio waves from mobile phones do harm 
body cells dan damage DNA, a laboratory study 
has shown. (Sourced from BBC News)

December 2008 - Cell phones can affect 
sperm quality, researcher says. Keeping 
a cell phone on talk mode in a pocket can 
decrease sperm quality, according to new 
research from the Cleveland Clinic. 
(Sourced form CNN)

Mobile phone radiation 
damages memory : study
Exposure to mobile phone radiation 
worsens the short-term memory of rats, 
according to a new Swedish study. (Sourced 
from The Total Sweden’s News In English)

Brain cancer linked to youngsters using cellphone
An international group of scientists is calling on Canada and other countries to 
bring in tougher safety standards for cellphone use after a Swedish team found 
a fivefold elevated risk of malignant brain tumors in children who begin using 
mobile phones before the age of 20.
(Sourced from Canwest News Service I By : Sarah Schmidt -03/22/09)

Cell Phone Radiation Effects, Brain Tumors and Children
In a meta-analysis published in the May 2008 issue of the International Journal of 
Oncology, Swedish researchers found significant associations between long-term 
cell phone use and brain tumor risk.
(Sourced from University Hospital, Orebo, Sweden I By: Lennart Hardell -11/06/08)

21st Century Product for the safety 
of your loved ones.

Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector is a product of advance Japanese technology 
and a solution to 21st century harmful electromagnetic waves pollution. Infused 
with Bio Ceramics capable of emitting Scalar Energy, FIR and Negative Ions, it 
eliminates and nullifies the harmful effects of electromagnetic waves from our 
everyday devices. Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector is specially designed for 
easy application and convenient to use on any part of the Mobile phone, TV, 
Computer, Microwave oven, Refrigerator, Air Conditioner and other electrical 
appliances.Give yourself the peace of mind knowing that your loved ones are 
protected against harmful electromagnetic waves and the safety of their health 
is not compromised.

How to use:

1.  Clean the surface to be pasted 
 on with a piece of cloth.

2.  Peal off the sheet behind the 
 Eneoji BioCerastone EMR 
 Protector.

3.  Stick on the cleaned surface.

4.  Apply even pressure on the 
 Eneoji BioCerastone EMR 
 Protector with thumb to make 
 sure it is properly pasted.

Eneoji BioCerastone strongly 
advises you to use this on the 
following devices:

Mobile Phone ComputerTelevision

Refrigerator Microwave Oven

Air Conditioner
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Almost two billion people worldwide (26 million users in Malaysia alone) use cell 
phones, many of whom are children. This usage represents and unprecedented 
exposure to electromagnetic radiation in the population. Estimates put EMF 
radiation exposure at 100 times what it was only a few decades ago.

Mobile phones are a modern day convenience 
in our society. But, this advance in technology 
come at a price to human health. Humanity 
engages various forms of radiation in our 
everyday life. From microwaves to X-rays, we 
are surrounded by EMF waves (electromagnetic 
radiation).

“Harm from wireless technology may be even 
more tragic than global warming. Cell phone 
radiation can cause genetic damage and even 
moderate use of wireless communication 
technology dramatically increases the risk of 
brain tumors.”

Is this safe?

Dr. George Carlo
Founder of the Safe Wireless initiative.
A world public Health Authority on cell 
phones.

Frequently Asked Questions: 

 

 1. What is E.M.R.?

E.M.R. refers to Electromagnetic Radio-frequency Radiation which is the 

potentially dangerous frequency emitted by cellular or mobile phone. 

Non-ionizing radiation of lower frequency ionizing forms such as early cell 

phones were thought to be safe. That view has changed since cell phones 

and mobile phones have grown in strength from low-level radio waves to 

high-level microwaves.

 

 2. What is the difference between a Radio Wave and a Microwave?

Radio Waves are low levels of transmission power for signals to and from 

your phone. These non-ionizing frequencies of radiation are safe. Now 

mobile phones are 900MHZ to 2.4GIGS or more of power so you do not 

lose the calls as you travel from room to room or go outside, by your 

phone is now into Microwaves / infrared waves of radiating power.

 

 3. Are cell phones dangerous?

Several research studies have shown that the radio frequency radiation 

from wireless phone antennae “appears to cause genetic damage in human 

blood,” while another case study uncovered a “statistically significant 

increase” in neuro-epithelial brain tumors among cell phone users. In 2004, 

a 750-people study by Sweden’s Karolinska Institute found using a mobil 

phone for 10 years or more increases the risk of ear tumors by four times.

 4. Are there any danger signals from excessive cell phone use?

Many users report symptoms like hot phones, headaches, fatigue, tingling 

sensations and even memory loss. Of course some phones are hotter than 

others. In a study of teens under 16 years of age, scientists in Europe 

reported short-term memory loss (up to 50 minutes) after using a cell 

phone.

 5. How does Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector Work?

Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector was developed using Advance Japanese 

Technology with Bio ceramic materials capable of emitting Scalar Energy, 

Far Infrared Ray and Negative Ions that eliminates and nullify the harmful 

effects of Electro Magnetic Radiation thus protecting you and your loved 

ones from the dangers of radiation from cell phones.

 

 6. How long does the Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector lasts?

Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector will reduce radio frequency radiation 

over the entire life of your cell phone. Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector 

cannot be transferred to another phone after it is installed, as the 3M 

bonding we use will no longer work. If a new phone is purchased a new 

Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector must be installed.

 

 7. Does Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector fit on my phone?

For all cell phones, it is placed on the phone itself. The Eneoji BioCerastone 

EMR Protector should be placed on the back of the phone, the ideal 

location is where the antennae is located. Since the antennae is not usually 

near the battery, the best location is the middle portion of the area not 

occupied by the battery, therefore if the battery is at the bottom you 

would place the Eneoji BioCerastone EMR Protector in the middle of the 

top portion.


